HOBBY PARK MASTER PLAN

HOBBY PARK TRAIL & SITE MAP FOR PROPOSED REPAIRS AND RENOVATIONS

BIKE & WALKING TRAIL DIFFICULTY RATING:

EASIEST: ± 1.30 MILES
NO OBSTACLES, 5-10% GRADE; HARDENED SURFACES, 3-4' WIDTHS; USE CAUTION

MORE DIFFICULT: ± 1.46 MILES
FIRM & STABLE, 5-15% GRADE; OBSTACLES, BRIDGES, 24" OR MORE WIDTH, USE CAUTION

VERY DIFFICULT: ± 1.73 MILES
MOSTLY STABLE, 10-15% GRADE; UNAVOIDABLE OBSTACLES & BRIDGES, LOOSE ROCK, 12" - 18" WIDTHS; EXPERT RIDERS, USE CAUTION

EXTREMELY DIFFICULT: ± .85 MILES
UNPREDICTABLE SURFACES, 6" - 14" WIDTHS, >30% GRADE, NARROW BRIDGES, UNAVOIDABLE OBSTACLES, EXPERT RIDERS, USE CAUTION

LEGEND:
A. PARK ENTRANCE EXPANSION w/ NEW SIGNAGE
B. ENTRY / WELCOME CENTER W/ BIKE REPAIR STATIONS, STAGING AREAS
C. RENOVATED EXISTING ASPHALT PARKING LOT WITH NEW ALIGNMENT, NEW PAVEMENT, LIGHTING & PLANT MATERIALS
D. EXPANDED EXISTING DERBY STAGING AREA WITH RESURFACED LOT, STRIPING, AND 18' ACCESS DRIVE
E. "EARTH & GRASS" ACCESS TRAIL TO PROPOSED "HOBBY FALLS"
F. REPAIRED ASPHALT RUNWAY & PROPOSED ARTIFICIAL TURF LANDING STRIP
G. REPAIRED "EARTH" BIKING AND WALKING TRAILS, TYPICAL
H. DERBY TRACK GUARD RAIL AND ASPHALT REPAIRS
I. REPAIRED CONTROL LINE STATIONS (ASPHALT & ARTIFICIAL TURF SURFACES)
J. DEDICATED K-9 TRACK
K. GRASSED VIEWING GALLERIES
L. ENHANCED WATER FEATURES / POND: INSTALL BENCHES
M. POND DREDGING AND INFRINGING VEGETATION REMOVAL
N. HOBBY FALLS PICNIC SITE
O. INSTALLED ENTRY GATE AND MAINTENANCE ACCESS GATE
P. EXISTING SHELTERS ONSITE
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[Map of Hobby Park showing various trails and features with labels for proposed repairs and renovations]